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7.1

ତഛܨထ༭͈ٽැ
General Concept of Numerical Weather Prediction
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ġġġ7.1.1 ତഛܨထ༭ͅဥ̞ͣͦͥڒঊ࿌͈ٽැ
Fig. 7.1.1 Schematic diagram of grid points used in numerical weather prediction

ତഛܨထ༭ĩତထ༭Ī͉Ȃఱ͈ܨႁ͞ڠႁ͈̓̈́ڠၑ༹͈௱̞̀̿ͅܖ໓͞أܨ
͈̈́̓শۼ་ͬاତࠗॳ̱̀Ȃြ͈ఱે͈ܨఠͬထ௶̳͈̳ͥ́͜ȃ
ତഛܨထ༭࣐̠ͬਜ਼͉Ȃܰ௱ୃ̱̩̺ͭڒঊ́ఱͬܨळ̥̩ໞ̞Ȃ̷͈͌͂̾͌
͈͂̾ڒঊത͈໓͈̓̈́͞أܨ͈ଔ֊ͬΑȜΩȜϋάνȜΉထ௶ࠗॳ̱̳͘ȃ̭͈
ࠗॳ͉́Ȃ५͈̓̈́ڡ౷ࠁ͈ޣגȂఊု̥͈ͣ༶ৣȂ౷ນ࿂͈ླྀड़Ȃఱ͂ܨ౷ນ࿂͈͞
କ͈۟ܨȂକࣛࠫ͞ާ͈ܨକ͈̯̰̈́̓̈́࢘͘͘ࣉ̦ضၪ̯̞̳ͦ̀͘ȃ

ġġġ7.1.2 ତഛܨထ༭κΟσ͈ٽැ
Fig. 7.1.2 Schematic diagram of numerical weather prediction model

Numerical weather prediction predicts the future state of the atmosphere by calculating the time
change of atmospheric variables such as temperature, wind, humidity and surface pressure based on
dynamics and thermodynamics in the atmosphere.
In numerical weather prediction, the global atmosphere is digitized at regular grid points in threedimensional space, and the atmospheric variables at each grid point are calculated for each time step
by using a supercomputer. The calculation includes many processes related to orographic effects,
solar radiation, thermal radiation, surface drag, water vapor condensation, precipitation, and heat and
moisture exchange between the atmosphere and the surface of the earth.
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7.2

ତഛܨထ༭͈ၠͦ
General Flow of Numerical Weather Prediction
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ġġġ7.2.1 ତഛܨထ༭͈ၠͦ
Fig. 7.2.1 Flowchart of numerical weather prediction

ྚြ͈ထ௶ࠗॳ̳̹͉ͬͥ͛ͅȂ̴࡛͘ह͈ેఠͬͥຈါ̦̜̳ͤ͘ȃତഛܨထ༭
͉́Ȃଲٮಎ́۷௶̯̹ͦܨયΟȜΗͬਬ͛̀ੜၑ࣐̞ͬȂ࡛ह͈ેఠȪܢ̞̠͂ȫ
̳ͬ͛͘ݥȃ̷͈ࢃȂै଼̯̹ͦܢͬྚͅܖြ͈ထ௶ࠗॳ࣐̞̳ͬ͘ȃ̭͈ထ௶͈ୃ
͉̯ږܢ͈ୃ̯ͅږջం̱̳͘ȃ̭͈̹͛Ȃୈഽ͈ၻ̞۷௶̧̺̫ͬ́ͥఉ̩Ȃ̷̱
̧̺̫̀́ͥߗۼഎͅৗͅං̭̦ͥ͂ਹါ̳͂̈́ͤ͘ȃ

To calculate a future atmospheric state accurately, the current state should be given at an initial
time. In numerical weather prediction, various kinds of meteorological observations all over the world
are gathered and processed to make a realistic current status, i.e., the initial value. This is followed
by the prediction calculation based on the initial value. Accuracy of the prediction relies on the
accuracy of the initial value as well as the prediction model, so it is essential to obtain homogeneous
and sufficient observations with high quality.
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7.3

ତഛܨထ༭ͅ၌ဥ̯ͦͥ۷௶
Observations for Numerical Weather Prediction
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ତഛܨထ༭͉́Ȃအș̈́ਅ႒͈۷௶ΟȜΗͬ၌ဥ̱̞̳̀͘ȃ
ಿා̹ͩ̽̀ͅȂ౷ષ͈́۷௶̤͍͢ρΐΖϋΟͥ͢ͅఱܨષ
͈۷௶̦࣐̤ͩͦ̀ͤȂତഛܨထ༭ͅ၌ဥ̯̞̳ͦ̀͘ȃ̹͘Ȃ
۷௶͈ܿอోͤ͢ͅȂτȜΘȜ͞;ͻϋΡίυέͼρ̞̹͂̽
ςκȜΠΓϋΏϋΈ۷௶̤͍͢ྦྷͅܥߗ࣎ۼ୭౾̯̹ͦ۷௶ΟȜΗ
͈၌ဥ͜ૺ̞̳ͭ́͘ȃ̱̥̱Ȃ̭͈ͦͣΟȜΗ͉Ȃगน͈̈́̓ু
ட۪̞̱ࡕ͈ޏાਫ਼͞Ȃ࣎ߗႹ̞́̈́٬ષ͉͕́͂ͭ̓ං̭̦ͥ͂
̵̧́ͭ͘ȃ̭͈̹͛߃ා͉́Ȃֳಐ̥ͣ౷ݩષͬৗͅ۷௶̧́
ͥିמΟȜΗ͈၌ဥܿٳอ̦ૺ̞̳͛ͣͦ̀͘ȃ

ࣞିמ໓۷௶
Satellite Wind Vector
Numerical weather prediction uses various types of observations such as
ground-based and atmospheric-sounding observations with radiosonde for
many years. With the recent development of observation techniques such as
radar, wind profilers, and aeronautical instruments, utilization of
observational data for numerical weather prediction is expanding. However,
even the recent techniques above will not provide enough data points over
oceans and deserts. Therefore, utilization of homogeneous data by spacebased observation has recently become important.
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ġġġ7.3.1 ତഛܨထ༭́၌ဥ̯ͦͥ۷௶ΟȜΗ̷͈͂ື͈႕
Fig. 7.3.1 Examples of observation data and their distribution used by numerical weather prediction
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7.4

ତഛܨထ༭̤̫ͥͅିמΟȜΗ͈ڬ
Role of Satellite Data in Numerical Weather Prediction
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ġġġ7.4.1 ତഛܨထ༭́ဥ̞ͣͦͥအș̈́ିמ۷௶ΟȜΗ
Fig. 7.4.1 Various satellite measurements used in numerical weather prediction

̩̻͌͂ͅȶିמȷ̞͂̽̀͜Ȃအș̈́Γϋ̦ంह̱Ȃ̷̸ͦͦ۷௶̧́ͥၑၾ͞౷
ത̦։̳̈́ͤ͘ȃ͉ତഛܨထ༭ͅঀͩͦͥିמΓῧၑၾ͈చ؊ͬນ̱̞̳̀͘ȃ
̭͈̠͢ͅȂିמΟȜΗͬໝତ၌ဥ̳̭ͥ͂́Ȃఉ̩͈ႀ֖́۷௶ΟȜΗ̦ං̠ͣͦͥ͢
̞̳̈́̽̀͘ͅȃζͼ·υ෨༶ৣࠗAMSR-E̥͉ͣȂఱئܨ͈କ̳ͥ۾ͅܨ۷௶͞Ȃ
౷ນ࿂̳ͥͅ۾۷௶ૂ༭ͬං̧̭̦̳ͥ͂́͘ȃ

Satellite observation uses a wide variety and number of instruments with different performances,
observation capabilities, and observation regions. Fig. 7.4.1 illustrates the satellite data distribution
used in numerical weather prediction. Synergetic use of many satellite instruments satisfies
requirements for data coverage in numerical weather prediction. A microwave radiometer, such as
AMSR-E, enables us to observe hydrologic variables such as water vapor, cloud liquid water, and
rain rates in the lower atmosphere as well as surface variables such as sea surface temperature, sea
surface wind, sea ice concentration, snow depth, and soil moisture.
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7.5 AMSR-E ࣛخକၾȆࣛକၾΟȜΗ͈൳اࡑ႕

Experiment of AMSR-E Precipitable Water and Rain Rate Assimilation
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ͬତഛܨထ༭ͅ၌ဥ̳̭ͥ͂́ȂAMSR-E
ͬ၌ဥ̧̱̥̹͓̈́̽͂̀ͅ۷௶ͅ߃̞ࣛ
କၾ͈ထ༭̳̭̦ͬͥ͂خෝ̳̈́ͤ͘ͅȃ
7.5.1͉2004ා7ַ͈͈֔ࣧম႕̳́ȃ
ུ٬̥ͣΏ٬̥̫̀ͅAMSR-Eͥ͢ͅ
ࣛخକၾΟȜΗ̦၌ဥ̯̭ͦͥ͂́Ȃ֔ັ
߃Ȫ֣ȫַ͈̦̩ޑထே̯ͦͥ͂ͅވȂ
AMSR-EΟȜῌ̧̦̞̈́͂ࡉ̹ͣͦ५࢛ࡇ
ັ߃ַ͈͈֖ܺȪఔȫ̦̩̈́̈́ͤȂထே̦
٨̯̱̹ͦ͘ȃ
̭͈̠͢ͅ૧̹̈́۷௶ΟȜΗ̱ͬ̀ح
ͤ͢ୃ̈́ږܢͬං̭ͥ͂́Ȃͤ͢ୈഽ͈
̞ࣞထ༭ͬං̧̭̦̳ͥ͂́͘ȃ

In numerical weather prediction, forecasts of
heavy rain improve when we assimilate the AMSRE precipitable water data just before we expect the
heavy rain to occur.

FT = 6

Fig. 7.5.1 presents the Fukui heavy rain event
on July 17, 2004. With the AMSR-E data obtained
around the Japan Sea and the East China Sea,
the forecast over the Fukui area (denoted by
arrow) predicted heavier rain, and the forecast
over the west part of the Japan Sea (denoted by
FT = 9

ellipse) predicted less rain. Both agreed with the
observations.
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ġġġ7.5.1 ଼16ා7ַ͈֔ࣧম႕ͅచ̳ͥAMSR-EΟȜΗ͈൳اࡑ႕
Fig. 7.5.1 Example of AMSR-E data assimilation experiment for Fukui heavy rain event in July 2004

The AMSR-E observation data gives a more
accurate initial state and thus a more accurate
prediction.
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